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at mi homes we pride ourselves 
on offering:

an unrivalled level of customer service

value for money

transparency in all our dealings

experience, professionalism and an efficient approach

but don’t just take our word for it …

we secure high quality, strictly referenced 
tenants for our landlords at the best rental 
price for their properties

our landlords enjoy high-end, bespoke 
marketing across all major uk portals such as:

- rightmove
- zoopla
- prime location

professional photography used as standard 
and national exposure via exhibitions and 
our website

our pro active and extensive approach 
ensures a successful and seamless lettings 
process for our landlords and tenants alike

lettings

property management

sales

portfolio management

commercial

investment

our 

services
what we’re 

all about

we instructed mi homes in order 
to assist with our first major rental 
development project at newby house 
in southgate. they were the most active 
agent out of the three by far, and their 
professionalism and service throughout 
was nothing but exceptional. from their 
level of performance, marketing ability 
and calibre of tenants secured, we 
have no reservations in recommending 
the use of mi homes’ services to 
anybody. we have been extremely 
impressed from the beginning and very 
satisfied with their results.

fantastic service from nicholas at 
mi-homes, answered any issues / 
queries i had regarding my new home 
with speed and clarity, and made the 
whole process completely pain free. 
highly recommend, will use again in the 
future.
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mi homes have been a breath of fresh 
air for us when dealing with an estate 
agent. they were efficient, transparent 
and easy to deal with throughout each 
of the rental processes. following on 
from a recommendation, we instructed 
mi homes to help with our rentals at 
charlotte court, 30 units in barnet, and 
we can honestly say that they have 
been a pleasure to deal with from the 
very beginning.

p polyteck josh stokes



southgate

through recommendations, testimonials and some good old-fashioned hard work, we’ve 
quickly expanded our presence across the capital, so you can find a mi homes let or managed 

property in 18 london postcodes. more exposure for us equals more exposure for you.generated over continue to achieve a landlord retention rate of

benefit from mi homes’ mi homes provides services in

applicant database

all facts & figures are accurate at time of print (august 2017)

london postcodes

of annual rental income for 
landlords within our first 

year of trading

track record of no rental 
arrears from tenants housed 

with mi homes

 between 1st and 2nd years 
of trading

facts 

& figures

£1 million

extensive 18

consistent 85%
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at mi commercial, our team specialises in all land, 
commercial and retail related matters.

acquisitions, sales and leaseholds within these fields are subject to their own rules 
and regulations, so that’s why our team are always on hand with the sophisticated 

knowledge and expertise to see your deal through smoothly and efficiently.

with our wealth of experience, extensive network and genuine passion to achieve 
the best for our clients, we are confident that we can develop a successful 

partnership for many years to come.

we have helped mutliple clients find their investments, why not be the next?

w1, beak street w1, charlotte streetn21, green lanes

visit our site for further details

mi-homes.co.uk/commercial

it’s time to build 

business

soho fitzroviawinchmore hill

at mi homes, we take great pride in the way that we market 
our clients’ properties - we go the extra mile to ensure that our 

listings grab the necessary attention in a highly competitive 
market. after all, first impressions really do count! 

our listings display professional photographs, include comprehensive property descriptions and 
boast branded floor plans, all as standard. we market our properties efficiently and effectively, 
proactively using our extensive applicant database and maximising exposure across all of the 

uk’s major marketing portals.

our 

marketing

newby house is an elegant collection of 17 two 
bedroom apartments in southgate, with its 

unique characteristics ranging from a granite 
and glass facade to a zinc waved roof. both 
the interior and exterior finishes have been 

designed to create maximum impact, while still 
remaining stylish.

charlotte court, undoubtedly a statement 
building in the heart of barnet offering the best 
of luxury living. charlotte court offers a selection 
of 30 one and two bedroom apartments to rent 
within a secure, concierge serviced residential 

apartment block.

redwood house, a landmark residence in the 
heart of enfield town. redwood house offers a 
boutique selection of 21 one and two bedroom 

luxury apartments to rent within a secure 
residential apartment block.



+44 (0) 20 7323 9574

hello@mi-homes.co.uk

mi-homes.co.uk

907 green lanes, winchmore hill, n21 2qp

contact us today to find out more about 
how we can assist you 

get 

in touch


